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Mobile 4-channel measuring front end with modular firmware packages  

SQobold to fit the customer’s needs 

The compact 4-channel measuring system SQobold for mobile data acquisition now features a new 

firmware architecture. HEAD acoustics GmbH – one of the world’s leading companies for integrated 

acoustic solutions as well as sound and vibration analysis – distributes SQobold in a new base version 

with several options to configure SQobold to fit the customers’ needs.  

HEAD acoustics is reacting to the increasing need for individualized feature sets for measurement 

systems. SQobold basic-version offers all the essentials: 4-channel stand-alone recorder with front-end 

operation, trigger functions such as pulses, time, GPS, etc., user documentation as well as a 2-channel 

sound level meter. 

“The market for measuring systems has varied demands for soft- and hardware functions. With SQobold 

we have launched a product which offers a maximum of flexibility not least because of its compact size”, 

says Prof. Dr. Genuit, managing director of HEAD acoustics. “In order to meet the specific needs of the 

different lines of business, the customer decides himself which features he needs as of now.” 

To follow the lead of our established software ArtemiS SUITE, the customer can add firmware packages 

according to his needs. 

Clients with more extensive measurement tasks can select individual option packages – or simply use 

all of SQobold’s feature packages. In addition to the FFT Online-Analyser and an extension to the sound 

level meter function, SQobold offers video support.  

SQobold-Packages at a glance: 

  “Advanced Level Meter“ extends the sound level meter functions. A special highlight of this 

package are the psychoacoustic analyses loudness and sharpness according to DIN 45631/A1 

and DIN 45692, respectively. 

 “FFT Online Analysis“ offers varied online analyses. In addition to FFT analyses, level vs. time 

and third octave, psychoacoustic analyses such as loudness vs. time, sharpness vs. time or 

specific loudness are possible. 

 “Video-Support“ supports the recording and playback of a video or photos and thus offers visual 

documentation of the measurement situation. 

 

About HEAD acoustics GmbH: 

The HEAD acoustics GmbH is one of the world's leading companies for integrated acoustic solutions, 

as well as sound and vibration analysis. In telecommunications, the company is experiencing global 

recognition due to the expertise and pioneering role in the development of hardware and software for 

measurement, analysis and optimization of voice and audio quality, as well as customer-specific 

solutions and services. The business activities of HEAD acoustics range from sound engineering for 

technical products through the investigation of environmental noise to Speech Quality Engineering, 

Consulting, Training and Support. The medium-sized company with about 200 employees from 

Herzogenrath near Aachen, has subsidiaries in the USA, Japan, Great Britain, France and South 

Korea as well as numerous distribution partners worldwide. 

 

 

 


